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Two sisters spent the last few days traveling across the United States, from
Massachusetts to Missouri, by car. To pass the time as they drove, they started
watching the other traffic on the highways. Along with many cars, they noticed
that the route they were using had lots of trucks on it, carrying all sorts of cargo.
Five trucks in particular caught their attention because each carried a different type
of load and came from a different state that they weren't traveling through. Determine the company
name on each truck, the color of each truck cab, the type of load each truck was carrying, the state
each truck was from, and the license plate number of each truck.
1. The truck carrying potatoes wasn't owned by Spalding Service. The license plate number
1302EY was on the truck with the green cab. The truck from Iowa had an orange cab.
2. The Hendricks Delivery truck, which wasn't carrying potatoes, was from Minnesota. The truck
carrying explosives wasn't from Kentucky but did have a truck with a purple cab. The truck with the
orange cab doesn't have a license plate number of 425BST and was not carrying pigs.
3. The truck with the white cab didn't have a company name of Spalding Service. The truck with the
company name Roadway Express was not from Oklahoma. The truck from Kentucky wasn't
transporting cars.
4. The five trucks were represented by: the truck from Tennessee, the truck with the red cab, the
truck carrying potatoes, the truck with the license plate number of 100SUV, and the truck with the
company name of Knight Trucking.
5. The truck carrying pigs had a license plate number of 100SUV, but wasn't owned by Roadway
Express. The license plate number 410WSZ was from Tennessee. Spalding Service didn't have a
truck with a purple cab.
6. The El Dorado Transport truck didn't have 3267RN for a license plate number. The truck with the
green cab, which wasn't carrying gas, was owned by Knight Trucking.
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